Policy

Parents contribute annually to a Friends of St Francis (Parent Community Group) levy. This levy contributes to the educational and community outcomes of the College.

Part of this funding may be accessed by students to support endeavours in their educational, sporting or cultural pursuits. Parents/Caregivers may apply (in writing) for funding for students who are achieving in their educational, sporting or cultural pursuits.

Funding available per year is:

- $100 for state representation
- $200 for national representation

Total funding annually for each student is capped at $200

- Applications only apply to educational, sporting and cultural events
- The representation must have emanated from a school activity, event or sporting selection
- Applicants are only eligible for one application for funds per child per year

Implementation

1. Parents/Caregivers apply in writing to the Principal for funding. Application should include verification of level of student representation (state or national).
2. Principal will communicate decision to applicants (in writing).